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Abstract: The vast majority of roots in English show uniform selectional
properties across their various instantiations in verbs, nouns, or adjectives: relyV
on, relianceN on, reliantA on. This paper reports a new discovery: there are more
than a hundred roots that display nonuniform selectional behavior. Their selec-
tional class depends on whether the root is realized as a verb, a noun, or an
adjective: prideV oneself on, prideN in, proudA of. I argue that this is best modeled
if the categorizing node itself determines selection.
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1 How selection works

Linguistics is an empirical science, and therefore descriptive adequacy is its bed-
rock, as it is of any empirical science. The moment we abandon it, or suggest that
we can move beyond it and no longer concern ourselves with it, we are engaged
in a different project: we are no longer doing linguistics, though we may be doing
some kind philosophy, or even theology, fields whose methods, aims, and tools
are quite distinct from those of an empirical science such as linguistics. Thismuch
is uncontroversial, or should be, among serious students of the topic.

Selection is the most basic syntactic relation. Capturing the dependencies
between morphemes, words, and phrases is the basic task of any syntactic the-
ory, and the ones that go under the rubric of selection are the most basic of
these. Differences among these units are the basis for learners (and linguists)
to posit features, in particular selectional features, such as those in (1). This list
may contain categorial features like C, and subcategorial features like [+wh],
as well as roots like

√
RELI and words like on. There is no reason to assume

that the features, any more than the roots themselves, are universal; they can
be induced by the differing behavior of the elements that they combine with. A
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326 Jason Merchant

system containing such features permits both c(ategory)- and l(exical)-selection
(the former controversially—see Pesetsky 1991; see also Adger 2003, Collins and
Stabler 2016 for related definitions, and Merchant 2014 for the full system).

(1) The set F of selectional features = { N, V, P, A, C, on, in, +wh, –Q, +pl,√
RELI, . . . }

The most basic operation in a grammar, therefore, is the mechanism that regu-
lates selection. In a Minimalist grammar, this mechanism is the operation Merge,
defined in (2). Merge must do several things. It must be sensitive to (even driven
by) selectional features, which themselves are a list (not an unordered set);
these selectional features must match the categorial (sub)features of an object
that is being Merged with. The object with the selectional features is called the
‘head’.1 Second, Merge must produce a complex syntactic object consisting of
three things: the original object !minus its selectional list (that is, the selectional
feature has been eliminated on the head, sometimes called ‘checked’); theMerged
second object "; and feature structure consisting of the subset of the features of !
that are relevant to further syntactic computations, namely !’s categorial features
(that is, the category of the projection is the same as the category of the head,
returned by the function cat(x)), and whatever selectional features remain on !’s
list after " has been Merged (which may participate in further selection).2

(2) Merge(!, ")
For any syntactic objects !, ", where ! bears a nonempty selectional list
� = 〈●F1, . . ., ●Fn〉 of selectional features,3 and " bears a categorial feature
F′ that matches ●F1,
call ! the head and
a. let ! = { γ , { ! – �, "}} call γ the projection of !, and
b. if n > 1, let � = 〈●F2, ..., ●Fn〉, else let � = ∅, and

c. let γ =
[
CAT [cat(!)]
SEL [�]

]

This definition may look baroque, but it is no more so than is necessary. It is
worthwhile in this context to recall the words attributed to the Franciscan friar

1 This use of ‘head’ should note be confused with the phrase-geometric use of ‘head’: non-
minimal, branching projections with selectional features can still be ‘heads’ for the purposes
of Merge.
2 For present purposes, I have suppressed any features that drive movement or agreement; see
Müller (2011) and Georgi (2017) for discussion of these, and Merchant 2014 for a précis of a more
complete system.
3 For marking selectional features, I use the ● fromMüller (2011), though I use the convention of
Stabler (2014) in making this only a prefix, not a circumfix.
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Categorial heads select 327

William of Ockham, that entia non sunt multiplicanda praeter necessitatem. It
is the last two words of this phrase that give it meaning: praeter necessitatem,
‘beyond necessity’, where descriptive adequacy is the necessity. The definition
of Merge is (2) is clearly superior to certain recent formulations which remain,
even after years of discussion, still intolerably vague and unable to capture the
simplest facts of selection. About these definitions, we can at best charitably say,
echoing the Renaissance motto, se non è vero, è ben trovato.

A compelling argument that roots are acategorial comes from selection: idio-
syncratic selectional properties (dubbed ‘l-selection’ for ‘lexical selection’ by
Pesetsky, since the selected head is realized as a particular lexical item) are stable
across different realizations of a root:

(3) a. They rely on oil.
b. Their reliance on oil is well-known.
c. They are reliant on oil.

(4) a. The compound reacted to light.
b. The compound’s reaction to light was expected.
c. The compound was reactive to light.

As Harley (2014):22–23 fn 22 puts it, “the fact that selectional restrictions remain
in force across the nominal/verbal divide (study chemistry/student of chemistry)
suggests that whatever low category is sister to the internal argument is not
specific to the nominal extended projection. The acategorial root meets this
description perfectly.”

These facts indeed receive a satisfying explanation on a theory like Harley’s
and its forerunners (see also van Craenenbroeck (2014) for discussion and refer-
ences): the root itself selects for its complement, and the root variously surfaces
as a noun, verb, or adjective, depending on what additional structure is added to
the root4:

(5)

4 Note that some theories, such as Borer (2005) and Adger (2013), deny that category behavior
is determined by a specialized categorizing head; rather, they posit that such behavior is a con-
sequence of a root being in a particular structural position or relation. The current analysismakes
crucial use of syntactically present categorizing heads.
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(6) a.
√
RELI:: [〈●on〉] b. N:: [〈{●√RELI, ... }〉]

(7) N↔ ance /
√
RELI

The strength of this theory is two-fold: it predicts that there should be no category-
specific selection, and that, to the extent that categorizing heads or morphemes
apply to a root, the resulting word will take a uniform set of selected arguments.

This is a very regular pattern, recurring with a large number of words in Eng-
lish that share a root. I have assembled a database of roots that appear to take an
idiosyncratic PP complement in at least one instantiation as noun, verb, or adject-
ive, totaling 1101 so far, by combing through dictionaries and word lists such as
Wood (1967), Cowie and Macken (1993), and Spears (2008), and generating the
corresponding nouns and adjectives where possible. There were 869 roots with
constant, uniform prepositions in the database; a very small sample of these is
given in (8).5

(8) V-N-A tuples with selected Ps
V N A P
look, name after
laugh laughter at
apologize apology apologetic for
blame blame for

game for
hope hope hopeful for
believe belief (cf. credulous of ) in
trust trust trusting in
look look into
rely reliance reliant on
object objection to
react reaction reactive to

right to
sensitivity sensitive to

tantamount to
consciousness conscious of

dispose disposal of
tire tired of
comply compliance compliant with

5 The database is available as a spreadsheet at home.uchicago.edu/merchant/pubs/
SelectionalClasses.xlsx. Many thanks to my research assistants Elizabeth Wood, Omar
Agha, and Kate Mooney for help in assembling the database.
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Categorial heads select 329

As Pesetsky (1991):10 succinctly puts it, “These facts are arbitrary.” The prepos-
ition in question, unlike in particle-verb combinations, contributes little or even
nothing to the meaning. Its absence in compounds such as (9) is unremarkable,
and we can safely assign these prepositions, in their l-selected uses, an identity
function meaning as in (10).

(9) a. a time-sensitive (*to) matter; the matter’s time-sensitivity (*to)
b. a drug-dependent (*on) recovery; his drug-dependence (*on)

(10) �of /in/on/at/...� = +x4[x4], where 4 is any type

An even larger class is represented by triples like envyV, envyN, envious; appreci-
ate, appreciation, appreciative; destroy, destruction, destrucive; and fearV , fearN,
fearful, where the noun and adjective both take an of -PP while the verb takes
a simple direct object. The analytical options for such a productive pattern are
wider, and hence less interesting as a way of distinguishing among theories of
selection.

(11) a. Abby fears dark spaces.
b. Abby’s fear of dark spaces is well known.
c. Abby is fearful of dark spaces.

This pattern was so very frequent that I included only 64 examples of such roots
in the database before ceasing to record such roots at all; they are not included in
any totals reported here.

2 Category-dependent l(exical)-selection

The empirical contribution of the present paper is the discovery of a class of items
that do not follow the regular pattern exemplified above. A search of dictionaries
for words that take l-selected PPs, and an expansion of those words (typically
verbs) to other, related words, checked by four native speakers of English, has
produced a database of 232 roots whose selectional properties vary across their
appearance in nouns, verbs, and adjectives.

Representative examples in sentences are given in (12)-(27), and a table list-
ing additional tuples is in (28). For the most part, only the preposition given is
possible in the complement of the word.

(12) a. She prides herself on/*in/*of her thoroughness.
b. Her pride in/*on/*of her thoroughness is understandable.
c. She is proud of/*on/*in her thoroughness.
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(13) a. I oppose (*to) lower capital gains taxes.
b. My opposition to lower capital gains taxes is well known.
c. I am very opposed to lower capital gains taxes.

(14) a. I desire (*for) chocolate.
b. My desire for chocolate knows no bounds.
c. I am desirous of chocolate.

(15) a. Buckley attacked (*on) liberalism.
b. Buckley’s attack on liberalism was scathing.

(16) a. Sam needs to account for/*of/*∅ his behavior.
b. Sam’s account of his behavior was penitent.

(17) a. Her country abounds in/*ofmineral wealth.
b. Her country enjoys an abundance of/*inmineral wealth.
c. Her country is abundant in/?with/*ofmineral wealth.

(18) a. I rarely concern myself about/*for/with his progress.
b. My rare concern about/for/with his progress is understandable.
c. I am quite unconcerned about/*for/?with his progress.

(19) a. i. She attempted the hardest problem.
ii. She attempted to climb the Sears Tower.
iii. She attempted taking seven courses in one quarter.

(20) a. i. Her attempt of the hardest problem was inspiring.
ii. Her attempt to climb the Sears Tower was illegal.
iii. Her attempt *(at) taking seven courses was insane.
iv. *Her attempt of taking seven courses was insane.

(21) a. Ralph answered (*to) the question.
b. Ralph’s answer to the question was the best one.

(22) a. The music disrupted her concentration.
b. The music’s disruption of her concentration was complete.
c. The music is disruptive to her concentration.

(23) a. Bernie supports (*for) tax increases on the wealthy.
b. Bernie’s support of/for tax increases on the wealthy is unwavering.
c. Bernie is supportive of/*for tax increases on the wealthy.
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(24) a. Abby is the equivalent of three teachers.
b. Abby is equivalent to three teachers.

(25) a. Sara helped me.
b. Sara’s help tome was invaluable. Sara was a great help tome.
c. Sara was very helpful tome.

(26) a. The gang menaced the neighborhood.
b. The gang’s menace to/*of the neighborhood was clear.
c. The gang was (very/un-) menacing to/*of the neighborhood.

(27) a. She sympathizeswith the refugees/your proposal.
b. She has great sympathywith/*to the refugees/your proposal.
c. She is very sympathetic to/*with the refugess/your proposal.

(28) V-N-A tuples with differing selected Ps or direct objects
V N A
abound in/with x abundance of x abundant in/?with x
access x access to x
account for x account of x
answer x answer to x
appall x appalling to x
assault x assault on x
astonish x astonishing to x
attempt x attempt at/of x
benefit x benefit to x beneficial to x
concern oneself concern with/ concerned about x
with x for/about x

contempt for x contemptuous of x
desire x desire for x desirous of x
destroy x destruction of x destructive to x
disrupt x disruption of x disruptive to/?of x
encounter x encounter with x

equivalent of x equivalent to x
faith in x faithful to x

help x help to x helpful to x
oppose x opposition to x opposed to x
pride oneself on x pride in x proud of x
resemble x resemblance to x
support x support of/for x supportive of x

synonym of/for x synonymous with x
witness x witness to x
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It is clear that the geometry given above cannot be applied to such alternations:

(29)

This geometry cannot be saved by analyzing the on, in, of alternation as one of
contextually triggered allomorphy (idea: roots like

√
PRD c-select for an under-

specified P, and DM rules spell P out as on, in, of ):

(30) P↔ in / N
√
PRD

The first problem is that many roots are like
√
OPPOS where a verbal direct object

alternates with a PP complement to an N or A; a set of selectional features such
as 〈 { D, P } 〉 fails to account for the category-sensitivity, predicting optionality of
either. The second problem is that allomorphic rules apply too late; these altern-
ations feed wh-movement as in (31), and the P in the derived position cannot by
inserted by the rule in (30) because the context required is no longer local.

(31) The legislature passed the proposal to which we were opposed.

2.1 Categorizing heads may have two selectional features

I will instead propose that categorizing heads select for some roots and not others:
these idiosyncrasies are listed as the set of selectional features that a particular
category head takes. It is necessary in any case to code (by index or other means)
which nominalizers can occur with which roots (e.g. to distinguish dependence,
dependency from independence, *independency andmanymore); I therefore posit
that the nominalizer N comes in varieties that also encode two selectional facts:
which roots it may appear with, and which PPs those roots can appear with.
Examples are given in (32)-(34); the nominalizer Nin, for example, selects first for
the roots it may combine with (including the root

√
PRD) and then a PP headed by

in.

(32) Nin

[
CAT [N]
SEL [〈{●√PRD, ●

√
TRUST, ●

√
FAITH, . . .}, ●in〉]

]

(33) Von

[
CAT [V]
SEL [〈{●√PRD, ●

√
RELI, . . .}, ●on〉]

]

(34) Aof

[
CAT [A]
SEL [〈{●√PRD, ●

√
DESIR, . . .}, ●of〉]

]
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Merge in (2) applies iteratively: the first selectional feature on the list licenses the
construction of the N/V/A + root:

(35)

The second selectional feature on the list licenses the Merger of the PP:

(36)

Additional functional heads in the extended projection of N and head movement
may then apply to raise the root to N and beyond. The Vocabulary Entries for the
root

√
PRD yield the pronounced forms.

(37) a.
√
PRD ↔ praId / N c.

√
PRD ↔ praUd / A

b.
√
PRD ↔ praId / V

N node realization appears not to be sensitive to selectional features, only to the
list of roots (cf. Alexiadou et al. 2007; Adger 2013):

(38) reliance on, abundance in, resemblance to: Non, Nin, Nto

(39) N↔ @ns / {
√
RELI,

√
ABOUND,

√
RESEMBL, . . .}

2.2 The history of lust

Decoupling the selection of the PP from the root predicts that when variability
is found, the variable selectional features may have differing distributions over
time. This is the case of the history of the word lust in its nominal and verbal uses.
Speakers today give acceptability judgments as reported in (40).

(40) a. Their lustN for/*after chocolate was insatiable.
b. They lustV for/after chocolate.

But a comparison of these two items in the Google n-gram corpus from 1800 to
2000 shows that earlier stages of English differed, varying independently.
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(41) Relative frequency of nominal lust for vs lust after:

(42) Relative frequency of verbal lust for vs lust after:

One can conclude that selectional features are stochastic; adapting the rule para-
meter from probabilistic context-free grammars, we could posit parameters (the
sum of which equals 1 over the entire vocabulary) on selectional features.

2.3 Inner vs. outer selection

On this approach, the categorizing head is the locus of communication between
the root and the selected PP; only the first categorizing head can be sensitive to
both the identity of the root and of the head of the PP. And additional categoriz-
ing heads beyond the first one, cannot see into the syntactic object constructed
by Merge; that is, those higher heads’ selectional features cannot select for the
root. This makes the prediction that we should find idiosyncratically nonuniform
l-selection only with inner categorizing heads (such as those in (43)), not with
outer ones (such as those in (44). Categorizing heads that take already categorized
XPs cannot alter the selectional properties of those XPs.
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(43) Inner: ∅, -al, -ance, -ant/ent, -ed, -ful, -ible, -ive, -(t)ion, -(u)ous

(44) Outer: -ness, -hood, -ity, -ish, -al, (see Nevins 2015 on -al as a root)

This correctly predicts common patterns such as that in (45); because the noun
opposition takes a to-PP, the adjective oppositional, which embeds the noun,
will as well; likewise for the noun oppositionality, whose structure (after head
movement to the N realized as -ity) is given in (46).

(45) oppose (*to), opposition to, oppositional to, oppositionality to

(46)

A suffix such as -er attaches to V; therefore, the verbal selectional feature persists,
as seen in (47). This contrasts with the usual PP that occurs with regular transitive
verbs, as in (48), where of appears.

(47) a. Sam was the first responder to/*of the accident.

b. Abigail is a firm believer in/*of the power of yoga to improve one’s life.

c. Conscientious objectors to/*of the war were put in prison.

(48) a. Buckley was the attacker of/*on more than a dozen of the victims.

b. Abby is a supporter of/*for equal rights.

If this generalization is correct, it leads to some unusual conclusions about
morphosyntactic structure in some cases. For example, given the nonuniform
selectional behavior illustrated in (49) we must conclude that dis- in distrust is
root-attaching (a conclusion that seems secure for some instances of dis- at least,
such as in disgust). The final structures are given in (50).

(49) a. They trust me. Their trust *of/in me is not misplaced.

b. They distrust me. Their distrust of/*in me is utterly unfounded.
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(50) a.

A similar conclusion must hold of -ful: it must in some cases at least be root-
attaching, in order to select for an in-PP; the resulting structures are given in
(52).

(51) a. She exhibits great faith in God.

b. She is very faithful to God.
c. She exhibits great faithfulness {to/*in} God.

(52)

2.4 Neeleman’s generalizations

Neeleman (1997) discovers two important generalizations in this domain, both of
which he derives from the putative requirement that the P incorporate into the
verb at LF in order to facilitate (-marking, an explanation unavailable in cur-
rent instantiations of the theory that eschew (-marking. First, there can be at
most one idiosyncratic PP per root. Neeleman argues convincingly that appar-
ent counterexamples such as the about-PP and on-PP in (53) involve adjunct, not
complement, PPs. He points out that these PPs can occur with idioms (in (53c))
and as predicates (as in (53d,e)).6

(53) a. Abby talked to Ben about the weather.

b. Abby reported to Ben on the the weather.

c. Abby spilled the beans to Ben about the weather.

6 The latter test is of possibly questionable value, as some l-selected PPs can occur as predic-
ates as well (His sensitivity was to light). Distinguishing between these and those that can’t (*His
voice’s audibility was to the people on the street) is an urgent task.
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d. The story/book/article/talk/speech/report was about/on the weather.
(Adger 2013: 82)

e. The report was to Ben, not to you.

This follows from the present system if such PPs can only be selected by the cat-
egorizing head; additional PPs (e.g. aboutP) and DP arguments are introduced by
v (or Appl, or vAppl) heads.

This explanation leaves the case where more than one categorizing head is
plausible; even in such cases, however, we don’t find multiple l-selected PP argu-
ments. In other words, outer categorizers simply lack l-selectional features. This
is not an accident that must be stipulated, however: it follows from the semantics
of the roots and the heads. Consider the putative double argument PPs in (54a),
with a structure as in (54b).

(54) a. *faithful in God to his commands
b.

While the syntax might be well-formed, the semantic computation fails. The root√
FAITH is a predicate with one internal argument, which returns a state of faith.

It can compose with one l-selected PP (in God), which supplies its sole semantic
argument. Any additional PP like to his commands simply has no way to compose
with the result.

(55) a. �
√
FAITH� = +x+s[faith(s)(x)] : 〈e, vt〉

b. +x+s[faith(s)(x)](�in God�) ↝ +s[faith(s)(god)] : 〈vt〉
c. �to his commands� = his.commands : 〈e〉
d. +s[faith(s)(god)] ○ his.commands /↝

Second, Neeleman points out that there are no idiosyncratic PP subjects:

(56) a. *In jazz will interest everyone here.
b. *It would be surprising if on this land abounded (with) high-quality

grains.
c. *It would be surprising for on this land to abound (with) high-quality

grains.

There are several possible reasons for this state of affairs. First, we could imagine
that Agree is blocked by PP (though both *It was worked on many alternatives
and *There were worked on many alternatives are unacceptable; see Preminger
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(2014)). Second, perhaps only category heads, lacking any semantic contribution,
can truly l-select: v, etc. (the neo-Davidsonianmenagerie of argument-introducing
heads) cannot select PP without imposing a (-requirement on them (e.g. von in
They embroidered stars on the jacket is �von� = +r : r ∈ LocativeRelations ∈ �on�[r]).

2.5 Psych predicates

There are thirty-two object experiencer psychological verbal predicates (see
Landau 2010) among the 232 categorially sensitive l-selectors. These correspond
to nouns and adjectives which do not share the unusual alignment found in the
verb: with nouns and adjectives, the experience is the subject, and the cause or
theme of the psychological state is marked by an idiosyncratic PP. A sample of
these cases is given in (57)-(61).

(57) a. I anger him. (*He angers at me.)

b. His anger at me is baffling.

c. He is angry at me.

(58) a. Jazz interests me. (*I interest in jazz.) (They interested me in jazz.)

b. My interest in jazz has never flagged.

c. I am interested in jazz. (?I interested myself in jazz.)

(59) a. That frightens me.

b. My fright at/?over/*in/about his absence was real.

c. I am (very/un-) frightened at/?over/*in/about/by his absence.

(60) a. (*His absence remorses me.) (*I remorse (myself) at his absence.)

b. My remorse at/?over/*in/about his absence was real.

c. I am quite remorseful at/?over/*in/about his absence.

(61) a. The movie upset me.

b. (*My upset at themovie was fleeting.) (Cf. The team’s úpset of/*at their
opponents was amazing.)

c. I am very upset at the movie.

There is little that can be securely deduced about the correct analysis of this
unusual pattern at this juncture.
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2.6 Uniform (category-insensitive) selection

Finally, how does this analysis fare on the cases we began with, which showed
uniform, category-independent, lexical selection, such as rely on, reliance on,
reliant on, from (3) above? There are at least five logical possibilities.

First, we may live in the worst of all possible worlds, where some selectional
features go on the ‘root’ after all. That is, some but not all nouns (etc.) come
categorized; so for example objection to would be due to a to-selectional fea-
ture on the unanalyzed root objection. This approach abandons the parallel of
object:ion::opposi:tion.

Second, perhaps we have discovered ‘joint selection’, with selectional fea-
tures activated on roots by higher category nodes (perhaps parallel to a V-
movement feature on T activated by matrix C in Scandinavian).

Third, these cases may all involve layered categorizers: additional affixes on
low (presumably verbal) categorized stems (so reliance and resemblance would
have differing amounts of structure:7

(62)

Fourth, the generalizations (and predictive power) may be over larger chunks
of structure, as in theories that use spanning (Merchant 2015), or fragment
grammars (O’Donnell 2015).

(63)

And fifth, in a tradional lexicalist theory, “Regularities involving only selectional
features might in principle be stated as redundancy rules of the lexicon” (Chom-
sky 1970: 213). We might imagine that there are default rules extracted from the
regular patterns as in (64), which instantiate a more general rule in (65).

7 Compare Bruening (2014) on adjectival passives, who posits that adjectival passives, though
homophonous with verbal passives, are built on top of verbal passives by the addition of an
adjectival layer; see also Alexiadou et al. (2015) for a layering approach to many such verbal
alternations, involving additional structure for causatives over anticausatives, for example.
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(64) [...X...]V ↔ [...X...]A, [...X...]V ↔ [...X...]N, [...X...]N ↔ [...X...]A
(65) [...X...]!↔ [...X...]"
But there is no logical reason why such redundancy rules should apply only to
word-level lexical entries and their subcategorization frames, as Chomsky pro-
posed. Instead, such patterns can be applied directly to the pieces of the syntactic
computation—in this case, to the categorial heads themselves. When the learner
encounters an adjective like reliant built from a stem

√
RELI and the A head

Aon, the learner posits, in the absence of conflicting, more specific evidence, a
corresponding verbal categorizing head with the same selectional list.

(66) Von

[
CAT [V]
SEL [〈●√RELI, ●on〉]

]
↔ Aon

[
CAT [A]
SEL [〈●√RELI, ●on〉]

]

Adjudicating between these options will be task made easier once we understand
better the nature of lexical selection and the structure of selective heads.8

3 Conclusions

There is category-sensitive selection: the lexical category can determine the idio-
syncratic, non-semantically predicable preposition that a complement PP is
headed by. This can be modeled if categorizing heads have selectional features.
Because the analysis relies on properties of the categorizing heads, it is incom-
patible with analyses such as Adger (2013) or Borer (2013), which posit that such
categorizing heads do not exist.

Acknowledgment: Thanks to audiences at Cornell, the Berkeley Linguistics Soci-
ety, UC-Santa Cruz, the University of Minnesota, the Zentrum für Allgemeine
Sprachwissenschaft, Cambridge Comparative Syntax 6, and Roots V, and espe-
cially to Andrew Nevins, Julie Legate, Theresa Biberauer, Hagit Borer, and David
Adger for invaluable feedback.

8 Based on examples like (i), we can securely conclude at least that the resolution/inheritance
mechanism for one-anaphora must have access to the selectional features of its (potentially
complex) N antecedent, pace Payne et al. (2013)

i. a. Vicious attacks on Bernie were more frequent than tongue-in-cheek ones on Trump.
b. Her first objection to the bill was more effective than her second one to the law itself.
c. Reliable chemical reactions to salt are easier for the students to observe than the

unreliable ones to tungsten.
d. Volatile investments in stocks pay more than stable ones in bonds.
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